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East Park Academy 
Geography Year 1: Where in the world is Barnaby Bear?  

Overview of the Learning: 
In this unit of learning pupils will  use a first-hand object – Barnaby the teddy bear –to learn about other countries and places. The 
children will develop their place and location knowledge. Barnaby travels with different people exploring human and physical 
features and use geographical vocabulary to communicate their findings.  

Core Aims  
 Children will develop geographical knowledge and 

understanding about the UK and European country France.  

 Develop geographical vocabulary describing human and 

physical features of a place.  (In the UK and France)  

 Use geographical skills including maps, geographical 

information, photographs and sources to support and 

enhance their learning.  

Pupils should be taught to develop their Locational knowledge…  

 Develop knowledge about the United Kingdom and a European 
country.  

 To name, locate and identify characteristics of a specific area.  

 To use basic geographical vocabulary when referring to 
physical and human features when investigating different 
locations.  

 To use maps, atlases and globes to identify the UK and its 
countries.  

 To construct simple maps, using basic symbols in a key. 
 To draw simple conclusions comparing similarities and 

differences between places.   

Expectations 
Children can: 

 Name and locate characteristics of a place.   

 Identify and describe physical and human features of a part of the UK using this vocabulary correctly.  

 Identify and describe what places are like 

 Use maps and atlases to develop their understanding  

 Draw simple maps using keys and symbols 

 Ask simple geographical questions about places and investigate answers 

 Use observations and a range of geographical sources to suggest answers to questions 

 To understand the terms physical and human features 

 They carry out simple tasks and select information using resources that are given to them about places and environments that Barnaby 
has visited 

 Make comparisons of a contrasting location.  
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Learning Objectives Suggested Learning Opportunities  

 To locate and map Wolverhampton  
 To identify and describe what places are like 

 To investigate physical and human features of a 
part of the UK.   

 To use simple compass directions (North, South, 
East and West) and locational and directional 
language.  
 

Investigating Barnaby Bear 
Introduce the children to Barnaby Bear (Using hand puppet) and supply each child with their 

own passport. Who do you  
think he is? Why has he come to visit us at Manor primary? How will he help us in our learning?  
Tell the children that Barnaby Bear has been on his travels and they are going to see where he 

has been.  
Show the children clues as to where Barnaby Bear has been using photographs , flag clues, 
food and culture pictures.   
Can the children identify the places he has been to? 
Show the children the map of the City and locate the places that Barnaby Bear has visited. 
Identify other features such as shops and parks etc. Are these physical or human features? (of 
Wolverhampton – our home town – linking with Autumn term- Me and my community) 
Use the map to show the route that Barnaby Bear has taken to get from school to Town 
Possible learning opportunities:  
Draw on a blank map their route from School to town.  
Map and key paces that Barnaby Bear has visited in Wolverhampton 
Using positional language describe where Barnaby Bear has visited in our locality.  
Analysis, explain and describe  what Barnaby Bear saw on his visit to Wolverhampton and begin 
a Barnaby Bear Diary  
www.sln.org.uk/geography/.../Coll%20-%20Struay%202.ppt 
http://www.barnabybear.co.uk/  

 To use maps, atlases and globes to identify 
the UK and its countries. 

 To identify human and physical features of a 
place. (run throughout when children are 
investigating each place) 

 To ask and respond to geographical 
questions about places and environments.  

 To identify and describe what places are like 

 To use mapping skills to locate places in the UK.   

 
 

Where has Barnaby Bear travelled to?   
Tell the children that Barnaby Bear has gone to visit other places now he has seen the City of 

Wolverhampton.  
Look at a map of Britain.  
Show the children clues as to where Barnaby Bear has been using photographs, flag clues, 
food and culture pictures.   
Can the children identify the places he has been to? 
Focus on the map and ask the children to find England, Scotland, Wales, Northern Ireland and 

the Republic of Ireland.  
What do the children know about the countries that make up the United Kingdom? 
Ask the children to mark on a UK map the countries identified and label.  
Identify and refer to physical and human features within where Barnaby travels to.  

http://www.sln.org.uk/geography/.../Coll%20-%20Struay%202.ppt
http://www.barnabybear.co.uk/
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Extend the children’s understanding of the places by adding seas, rivers and mountains in and 
around the UK  

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/barnabybear/  
BBC Schools - Barnaby Bear - Games - Where in Britain  

 To investigate a capital city, Dublin.  

 To investigate and understand what it might 
be like in Dublin.   

 To investigate how to travel, developing 
positional skills.  

 To use simple compass directions (North, South, 
East and West) and locational and directional 
language.  

 

Where is Dublin? How did Barney get there?  (Dublin) 
Share with the children Barnaby Bear goes to Dublin. Locate Dublin on their map. Ask the 

children why they think  
Barnaby has decided to visit Dublin. How do they think he will get there? What might he see on 

the way? 
Discuss with the children what they think Dublin will be like? Has anyone been there? 
Read together Barnaby Bear goes to Dublin and discuss. What did he see? What is Dublin like? 

Where did he go? 
Introduce the children to the concept of a capital city. What do they think it means. Tell the 

children Dublin is a capital  
city. What makes a capital city?  
Ask the children to add Dublin to their map of the UK from previous lesson and begin to fill in the 

children’s passports so  
they can keep a record of their ‘travels’ (ongoing over the weeks -  link to ‘real life’ travelling.  
Using the map of p 4-5 locate Chester, Manchester Airport and Dublin. Show the children where 

Wolverhampton would  
Be in relation to the children develop positional skills. 
Which motorway would Barnaby travel on the get to the airport? What sort of transport did 

Barnaby use to get to  
Dublin? How else could he travel there? Could he walk or go on his Bike? 
Ask the children to plot Barnaby Bears route from Chester (or Wolverhampton) to Manchester 
and then to Dublin on their maps. 
What did Barnaby Bear see in Dublin? What could he see? What do you predict he might see? 

Reread Barnaby Bear goes to Dublin and discuss what Barney saw while he was there. Is 
Dublin how the children  

imagined?  
Identify key places and things seen in Dublin. Is Dublin similar or different to the place in which 

we live? Would the  
children like to visit Dublin? Where would they specifically like to go?  
Use other sources e.g. holiday brochures to give the children a picture of what Dublin is like 
Ask the children are to write a description about what Barnaby saw in Dublin 
In pairs the children could research Dublin using the internet to find out more about the place 
Barnaby has visited 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/barnabybear/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/barnabybear/games/where_in_britain.shtml
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BBC Schools - Barnaby Bear - Scrapbook - Dublin  

 To investigate the weather in Dublin. 

 To use a range of sources to investigate.  

 To draw conclusions about a place 
 

What is the weather like in Dublin? 
Ask the children to describe what the weather was like when Barney visited Dublin. Use the 

book and postcards to help  
discussion.  Is the weather similar or different to the weather we experience? 
Discuss with the children the type of weather gear Barney needed for his visit. What would he 

need to pack in his suitcase  
for a return visit to Dublin? 
Ask the children to write a short weather report for Dublin.  
BBC Schools - Barnaby Bear - Games - Weather Report 
BBC Schools - Barnaby Bear - Scrapbook - Dublin  

 To investigate a Edinburgh.  

 To investigate and understand what it might 
be like in Edinburgh.    

 To investigate how to travel, developing 
positional skills.  

 To use simple compass directions (North, South, 
East and West) and locational and directional 
language.   

  To ask simple geographical questions and 
can investigate     answers.  
 

Where is Barnaby Bear travelling to now? (Edinburgh) 
Tell the children that Barnaby Bear has been to other places besides Dublin 
Read together Barnaby Bear goes to Edinburgh. Where is Edinburgh? Explain to the children 

that Edinburgh is a Capital  
city too. Which country is this its capital city? 
Locate Edinburgh on a map of the UK. Where is it in relation to Chester, Wolverhampton, and 

Dublin? 
How do the children think that Barnaby Bear travelled to Edinburgh – from Dublin or from 

Wolverhampton? Would this  
be the same way? 
Discuss what Barnaby Bear saw in Edinburgh. Identify key places and features of Edinburgh. 

Compare what Barnaby 
Bear saw in Edinburgh to what he saw in Dublin 
Ask the children to imagine they are Barnaby. They are to write a diary entry for their visit to 
Edinburgh 

 To investigate a place in Europe, France.  

 To use maps, atlases and globes to identify the UK 
and surrounding countries 

 To ask simple geographical questions and can 
investigate     answers.  

 To use a range of sources to investigate places.  
 

Where will Barnaby Bear visit in France?  (Brittany/Paris) 
Read together Barnaby Bear goes to Brittany and discuss. Where is Brittany?   
Tell the children Brittany is in France. Locate France and the UK on a map of Europe. How do 

the children think that  
Barnaby Bear go to Brittany? 
Ask the children to mark France and UK on a map of Europe. Ask the children to mark on the 

capital city of France and  
the English Channel that separates the two. 
Track Barnaby Bears journey to Brittany from Chester or Wolverhampton. What transport did he 

use to get there? How  
else could he travel there? 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/barnabybear/scrapbook/dublin/dublin.shtml
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/barnabybear/games/weather_report.shtml
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/barnabybear/scrapbook/dublin/dublin.shtml
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Children to mark on a map Barnaby Bears journey to Brittany. What would he see on his 
journey? 
What was Brittany like while Barnaby was there? 
Discuss with the children where Barnaby Bear went in Brittany and what he saw. 
Ask the children to describe Brittany and the sort of weather Barnaby experiences there. Ask the 

children to think about  
the time of year that he visited – does this affect the weather? 
Ask the children what they think Barnaby Bear packed in his suitcase to go on his holiday. 
Using pictures from travel brochures and the internet as the children to write a simple 
description of Brittany  
Children to write a postcard to their friend telling them about Barnaby Bears holiday. The 
children are to illustration of the back of the postcard with a picture from Brittany 
BBC Schools - Barnaby Bear - Scrapbook - Brittany 
Alternatively Barnaby Bear could visit Paris- BBC Schools - Barnaby Bear - Stories 

 To share personal preferences about places.  
 To use reasoned arguments and discussion to make an 

informed personal choice. 

 To compare contrasting locations 
 

What have we learnt about Dublin, Edinburgh and Brittany from Barnaby Bears 
adventures? 
Ask the children to locate the three places that Barnaby Bear has visited on his travels. Discuss 

what the children have  
learnt about each of the places? Share with the children landmarks from each of the locations 

can the children identify  
them? 
Which of the three places studied would the children like to visit and why? 
Ask the children to compare and contrast the places studied and present their ideas using 

pictures and text 
 

 To investigate a contrasting locality.  

 To identify physical and human features of places 

 To investigate an non-European country that 
Branaby Bear travels to.  

Where is Barnaby Bear going now? 
Tell the children that Barnaby Bear is going on holiday to the seaside. Ask the children to share 

their experiences of the  
seaside 
Locate Weston Super Mare or Poole BBC Schools - Barnaby Bear - Scrapbook - Poole (or 

similar seaside place) on a map  
and tell the children this is where Barnaby is going? How do they think he is going to get there? 

Discuss his route and mode  
of transport 
In pairs ask the children to think about what Barnaby Bear might see or do here 
Ask the children to think about the stories they have read about Barnaby Bear. How have they 

been presented? The  

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/barnabybear/scrapbook/brittany/brittany.shtml
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/barnabybear/stories/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/barnabybear/scrapbook/poole/poole.shtml
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children are to Design a front cover for Barnaby Bears visit to The seaside and then they are to 
complete one or two pages  

from the inside of the book – including details of what he did and saw during his visit to the 
seaside. 

Ask the children where else in the world do they think Barnaby Bear might like to visit and why. 
Alternatively Barnaby Bear could visit Australia - BBC Schools - Barnaby Bear - Story - 

Down Under 

 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/barnabybear/stories/downunder.shtml
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/barnabybear/stories/downunder.shtml

